
PILLOW PAK’R®

FEATURES:

Environmentaly Friendly

Air-Transfer Technology -
Best-in-Industry Protection

Recycled Content -
Made of 12% HDPE 

Green Tuff Blend Resin

Reduces Damage

Air Cushion System

Offers revolutionary, patented air-transfer technology
providing, green superior protection



PILLOW PAK® Tuff Air Cushion material is the right choice for the environment
and for protecting your valuable products.

PILLOW PAK air cushion material saves money by eliminating traditional 
bubble transportation, handling and storage costs.  One pallet of Quilt Medium 
film makes the equivalent of a full truckload of ½” bubble.

Unlike traditional bubble material, PILLOW PAK green film doesn’t pop and 
lose its cushioning properties, because the film allows air to move (or transfer) 
within cells providing superior product cushioning and protection. It’s easier to 
work with so packer productivity is increased.

PILLOW PAK green air cushion material is a better
choice than traditional bubble, foam-in-place,
or paper.
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Reduce
Reuse
Recycle

Air cushions are 99% air

(800) 888-3725
www.fpintl.com

One pallet of Quilt Medium film is
equivalent to a full truckload of ½” bubble

Machine and Film Specifications
Machine
TUFF Blend Film
Standard Film

60 lbs., 20”W x 18”L x 16”H, 72 LF/Min.
30” W (un-inflated)
30” W and 16” W (un-inflated)

Made from 100% recyclable material, reduces waste by
being 99% air, and can be reused 
Fast: makes a 1,000 sq. ft. bundle in less than 8.5 minutes
MAXIMUM FLEXIBILITY! Perforated every six inches 
               for easy handling
                      Emits 11% less greenhouse gas emissions and
                          uses 11% less energy in its production
                           Better protection because of Tuff Blend film strength  
                           Minimum warehouse storage needed
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Benefits over traditional bubble wrapping material

.

Scan code for more info

PILLOW PAK air cushion green material is the
next generation of sustainable packaging. 24%24%

StrongerStronger

Faster Inline Packing
Fast, 72 LF/Min., in-the-box dispensing improves packer productivity
Easier to use than standard bubble
Option Winder available for multiple pack station applications
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Products labeled 'biodegradable' are not offered for sale in the state of California.
For more information please see: http://www.fpintl.com/sustainable.htm

Our green air cushions contain an additive that accelerates biodegradation.  
They will biodegrade in 1 to 5 years or more, depending on conditions, 
when in the presence of microorganisms. Because conditions vary from 
place to place and landfill to landfill, the exact time for degradation varies 
depending upon the level of microbial activity.  Compliant with European 
standard EN 13427.

Environmentally Friendly Products
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